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1 ABSTRACT

The objective of this article is to point out the ability of the multiphase flow DNS (Direct
Numerical Simulation) to help to understand basic physics and to interpret some exper-
imental observations. To illustrate the DNS potential to give access to key phenomena
involved in reactive multiphase flows, several recent results obtained by the authors are
summed up with a bridge to experimental results. It includes droplet dispersion, lami-
nar spray flame instability, spray combustion regimes or acoustic modulation effect on a
two-phase flow Bunsen burner. As a perspective, two-phase flow DNS auto-ignition is con-
sidered thanks to a skeletal mechanism for the n-heptane chemistry involving 29 species
and 52 reactions. Results highlight evaporating droplet effects on the auto-ignition process
that is generally dramatically modified by spray distribution resulting from the turbulent
fluid motion. This paper shows that DNS is a powerful tool to understand the intri-
cate coupling between the evaporating spray, the turbulent fluid motion and the detailed
chemistry, inseparable in the experimental context.

2 INTRODUCTION

From liquid jet atomization down to droplet evaporation and vapor combustion, two-phase
flows are commonly encountered in many industrial devices such as engines or furnaces.
Both from the economical and the ecological point of views, it is nowadays of primary
importance to ensure low fuel consumption for vehicles, while maintaining minimal pol-
lutant emissions. Numerical modeling of the phenomena in the combustion chamber is
today a necessary stage when developing or improving engines. Model development is
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based on the understanding of the basic physical phenomena. For this purpose, exper-
imental measurements may be of a great help but most often they only bring partial
information. Indeed, the simultaneous presence of a turbulent flow, an evaporating spray
and a combustion process in a confined geometry limits the capability of experimental
techniques. On the other hand, direct numerical simulations (DNS) of the flow offer es-
sential information although such simulations have severe limitations that will be detailed
in the following. Therefore, an ideal research project would be to simultaneously carry
out numerical and experimental studies on some basic configurations to understand all
the underlying phenomena, especially for two-phase flow turbulent combustion.

A DNS consists in resolving, with accurate numerical methods, the full set of partial
differential equations describing the physics of the problem. Despite claiming for the
resolution of the whole physics, these equations often result from a closure at a given
level of the physics. Navier-Stokes equations or Fick’s law in scalar transport equations
are themselves models issued from the analysis of the motion of the various molecules
of the flow. However, as far as low or medium range Mach number flow are considered,
Navier-Stokes equations are considered to be an exact representation of reality. Providing
that ideal conditions are met (simple geometry, high order - non dissipative numerical
schemes, grid adapted to all the characteristic scales of the flow, . . . ), DNS offers a unique
description of the physical phenomena with a direct access to all the flow parameters.
However, considering two-phase flows, good intentions have to face reality: the presence
of an interface between gas and liquid leads to characteristic scales and gradients far
too extreme to be resolved without the sacrifice of accuracy. Considering the present
day supercomputer capabilities, considered as weak from a DNS point of view, the most
frequent alternative is the introduction of some Lagrangian models [1, 2, 3] to account
for the spray. This leads to DNS-DPS (Discrete Particle Simulation), results of which are
correct enough to help us to understand many physical phenomena.

DNS was first introduced 35 years ago by Orzag and Patterson [4] and then Rogallo
[5] and Lee et al. [6] for the simulation of inert gaseous flows. It has been used in a
large range of applications since. During the last two decades, DNS of reactive flows
have been carried out to study non-premixed, partially premixed and premixed turbulent
combustion of purely gaseous conditions [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. DNS has been extended to
two-phase flows since the pioneering work of Riley and Patterson [12]. Most of the first
numerical studies were dedicated to solid particle dispersion (see, for instance, references
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17]). More recently, Mashayek et al. [18], Reveillon et al. [19] and Miller
and Bellan [2] have conducted the first DNS with evaporating droplets in turbulent flows.
Since then, DNS of two-phase flows have been extended to incorporate two-way coupling
effects, multicomponent fuels, ... but also to deal with spray evaporation and combustion
phenomena [1, 2, 3, 20, 21]. At the same time, combustion kinetics has been extended
from simple single-step chemistry [3] to skeletal mechanism [22, 23, 24] giving clues for
the understanding of real complex configurations involving intricate coupling between
evaporating droplets, turbulent fluid motion and combustion.

Even if DNS offers all elementary components (turbulence, droplets, combustion),
direct comparisons between reactive multiphase flow DNS and experiments still raise nu-
merous problems and have some limitations. Nevertheless, DNS is nowadays a powerful
tool that can be used to help in the interpretation of experimental observations. The ob-
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jective of the present paper is to illustrate the potential of the DNS for the understanding
of the basic physics involved in reactive multiphase flows and for the interpretation of
experimental observations. After a brief presentation of the numerical procedures, some
examples demonstrate the capability of DNS to help to understand the complex correla-
tions between spray, turbulence and combustion. It includes droplet dispersion, laminar
spray flame instability, spray combustion regimes and acoustic modulation effect on a two-
phase flow Bunsen burner. Eventually, two-phase flow DNS auto-ignition is considered
through a skeletal mechanism. Results point out the influence of the evaporating spray
on the auto-ignition process that dramatically depends on droplet segregation resulting
from the turbulent mixing.

3 DNS-DPS OF TWO-PHASE FLOWS

In the present paper, DNS-DPS is considered in the framework of gas-liquid flows. Even if
models have to be introduced, DNS-DPS of spray dispersion, evaporation and combustion
may offer information that could not be obtained otherwise. The objective is to optimize
the modeling of the interactions between both phases well enough to capture and to
understand the prevalent physical phenomena and to develop models for LES (Large
Eddy Simulation) and RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes) simulations.

In combustion chambers, the liquid is generally directly injected before being atom-
ized. A polydispersed spray emerges from the breakup of the liquid core. The turbulent
dispersion of the evaporating droplets directly leads to a fuel/oxidizer mixture. The accu-
rate modeling of the combustion regimes depends on a correct estimation of all the above
mentioned processes. DNS-DPS tries to consider all of them. However, it is not possible
to do it at once because physics and characteristic scales involved in atomization (with the
presence of an interface) are too singular and need specific models and numerical methods.
It is not the purpose of the present paper to detail such models and methods. However,
a brief example of a DNS detailing the atomization of a liquid jet is first demonstrated
before the description of the Eulerian/Lagrangian coupling generally used in DNS-DPS
of polydispersed sprays.

3.1 Interface resolving methods

Both gas and liquid are described by the Navier-Stokes equations. When both phases are
simultaneously considered, the presence of an interface, localizing the sudden modification
of the flow properties, cannot be captured by single-phase solvers. Specific numerical
methods have thus to be used to describe the time and space evolution of this interface.

The interface tracking F is done by solving the following equation:

∂F

∂t
+ Ui

∂F

∂xi
= 0 (1)

where Ui is the flow velocity at the interface position. Several works [25, 26, 27] have been
dedicated to the direct resolution of such an equation leading to a ‘DNS’ of a liquid/gas
interface (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: DNS of the atomization of a liquid jet [27].

Two procedures are generally used to describe the evolution of an interface: the level-
set (LS) method and the volume of fluid (VOF) method. In the first case, the interface is
represented by a zero level line of the function F . This function gives the distance to the
interface of any point of the grid. If Γ is the interface, it is defined by Γ = {~x|F (~x, t) = 0}.
On the other hand, the VOF method uses the phase function Fk to define the volume
occupied by each phase k in a cell. A unitary value of Fk corresponds to a cell completely
filled with the k phase and a null value indicates the absence of this phase in the cell.
Both methods are complementary. LS offers a direct description of the shape of the
interface but has difficulties to conserve mass. On the other hand, VOF method is mass
conservative but interface reconstruction is not straightforward. Consequently, the actual
trend is to couple both procedures [27] in order to ease the interface tracking.

If liquid atomization may be characterized with specific models describing the inter-
face, supercomputer capabilities are not large enough to describe the atomization process
along with dispersion, evaporation and combustion. Therefore another family of DNS
solvers (DNS-DPS) is generally used to simulate the evolution of a polydispersed evapo-
rating spray. The following sections describe the corresponding physical models and the
various difficulties.

3.2 Carrier phase description

The carrier phase is a compressible Newtonian fluid following the equation of state for
a perfect gas. The instantaneous balance equations describe the evolution of mass ρ,
momentum ρU, total (except chemical) energy Et and species mass fraction. YF denotes
the mass fraction of gaseous fuel resulting from spray evaporation and Ym stands for all
other species. The following set of balance equations are solved where usual notations are
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adopted:

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂ρUl

∂xl
= ṁ (2)

∂ρUi

∂t
+

∂ρUiUl

∂xl
= −∂P

∂xi
+

∂σil

∂xl
+ v̇i (3)

∂ρEt

∂t
+

∂(ρEt + P )Ul

∂xl
=

∂

∂xl

(

λ
∂T

∂xl

)

+
∂σilUl

∂xi
+ ρω̇e + ė (4)

∂ρYF

∂t
+

∂ρYFUl

∂xl
=

∂

∂xl

(

ρDF
∂YF

∂xl

)

+ ρω̇F + ṁ (5)

∂ρYm

∂t
+

∂ρYmUl

∂xl

=
∂

∂xl

(

ρDm
∂Ym

∂xl

)

+ ρω̇m (6)

with

σij = µ

(

∂Ui

∂xj
+

∂Uj

∂xi

)

− 2

3
µ
∂Ul

∂xl
δij

together with the equation of state for perfect gases:

P = ρRT

where R is the ratio of the perfect gas constant with the carrier phase molar mass.
Various source terms are present: ω̇F , ω̇m and ω̇e terms are related to the chemical

reaction processes whereas ṁ, v̇, ė result from a two-way coupling between the carrier
phase and the spray. These terms will be detailed in a following section.

The sixth order Padé scheme from Lele [28] has been used to compute spatial derivative
of the gas phase transport equations on a regular mesh. The time integration of both
spray and gas phase equations is carried out with a third order explicit Runge-Kutta
scheme with a minimal data storage method [29]. A third order interpolation is used
when gaseous phase properties must be determined at the droplet positions.

3.3 Dispersed phase Lagrangian description

As described by Reeks [30], it is possible to take into account many forces to characterize
the droplet dynamics. However, the purpose of this text is to present a basis to carry
out DNS-DPS of two-phase flows. Thus, because of the high density ratio between liquid
and gas phases, the drag force, which is prevalent, has only been selected. Additionally,
several usual assumptions have been used: some of them are given in the following, others
may be found in Sirignano reference paper [31]. First, the spray is supposed dispersed and
each droplet is unaware of the existence of the others. Any internal liquid circulation or
droplet rotation is neglected and an infinite liquid heat conduction coefficient is assumed.
As a consequence, liquid core temperature remains uniform but evolves as a function of
time. The spray is supposed to be local sources of mass following the saturation law and
modifying momentum and gaseous fuel topology, depending on the local gas temperature,
pressure and vapor mass fraction.
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3.3.1 Position and velocity

By denoting Vk and Xk the velocity and position vectors of droplet k, respectively, the
following relations:

dVk

dt
=

1

β
(V )
k

(U (Xk, t)−Vk) (7)

dXk

dt
= Vk (8)

are used to track any k droplet evolution throughout the computational domain. The
vector U (Xk, t) represents the gas velocity at the droplet position Xk. The right hand

side term of equation (7) stands for a drag force applied to the droplet and β
(V )
k is a

kinetic relaxation time. It may be obtained from the kth droplet dynamics:

mk
dVk

dt
= Dk (9)

where Dk is the drag force applied to the kth droplet considered as a sphere. It directly
leads to the kinetic relaxation time for the kth droplet:

β
(V )
k =

ρda
2
k

18Cukµ
(10)

where ak is the droplet diameter, ρd is the liquid density and µ is the gas viscosity.
Cuk = 1+Re

2/3
k /6 is a corrective coefficient to account for the variation of the drag factor

according to the droplet Reynolds number Rek = ρ | u(xk − vk) | ak/µ.

3.3.2 Heating and evaporation

The heating and evaporation of each droplet is described through a normalized quantity
Bk, denominated the “mass transfer number”. Bk is the normalized flux of gaseous fuel
between the droplet surface and the surrounding gas. It may be written:

Bk =
Y s
Fk − YF (Xk)

1− Y s
Fk

(11)

where Y s
Fk is the gaseous fuel mass fraction at the droplet surface and YF (Xk) is the fuel

mass fraction in the surrounding gas at the droplet position. By solving the mass and
energy balance equations at the surface of a vaporizing droplet in a quiescent atmosphere
[32], the following relations for the surface and the temperature evolution of each droplet
k are found:

da2k
dt

= − a2k

β
(a)
k

(12)

dTk

dt
=

1

β
(T )
k

(

T (Xd)− Tk −
BkLv

Cp

)

(13)
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Again, characteristic relaxation times appear. They are defined by:

β
(a)
k =

Sc

4Shc

ρd
µ

a2k
ln(1 +Bk)

(14)

β
(T )
k =

Pr

6Nuc

Cd

Cp

ρda
2
k

µ

Bk

ln(1 +Bk)
(15)

where normalized gas and liquid heat capacities are denoted Cp and Cd, respectively. As
Lv, the latent heat of evaporation, Cp and Cd are constant in the present set of equations.
Sc and Pr are the Schmidt and Prandtl numbers, respectively. Shc and Nuc are the
convective Sherwood and Nusselt numbers, respectively. They are both equal to 2 in a
quiescent atmosphere, but a correction has to be applied in a convective environment. In
this context, the empirical expressions from [32] are used.

One of the most accurate models to describe the evaporation process is to consider a
phase equilibrium at the interface using the Clausius-Clapeyron relation:

d ln(P s
k )

dT
≈ Lv

RFT 2
(16)

where RF is the specific gas constant of the gaseous fuel. It leads to the following expres-
sion for the partial pressure P s

k of fuel vapor at the surface of the droplet:

P s
k = Pref exp

(

− Lv

RF

(

1

T s
k

− 1

Tref

))

(17)

where Pref and Tref are two reference parameters. T s is the gas temperature at the droplet
surface. Within each droplet, the temperature Tk is spatially uniform. Thus, it is equal
to the temperature of the gas at the interface Tk = T s = T s

k .
The gaseous fuel mass fraction at the surface of the droplet is computed following:

Y s
Fk =

(

1 +
W

WF

(

P (Xd)

P s
k

− 1

))

−1

(18)

where W and WF are the mixture and the fuel molar weights, respectively. Once the
gaseous fuel mixture fraction at the droplet surface is known thank to relation (18),
the varying number Bk is determined with equation (11). Consequently, equations (12)
and (13), describing the evolution of droplet surface and temperature, are closed.

It is noteworthy that mass and heat transfer between the carrier phase and the droplets
always consider the surrounding gas properties. However, as far as DNS-DPS is concerned,
individual droplet combustion regime is not considered. Either droplets are evaporated
before combustion takes place or group combustion, as defined by Chiu et al. [33], occurs.

3.4 Eulerian/Lagrangian coupling

The terms ṁ, v̇ and ė, in equations (2) to (5), are source terms for the gaseous phase
mass, momentum and energy due to transfers from liquid phase, i.e. exchanges from the
Lagrangian quantities to the Eulerian grid. Every Lagrangian source has to be distributed
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over the Eulerian nodes by adding the volumic contributions from droplets. A particle-
source-in-cell (PSI-cell) method [34] is generally used [35]. The mass, momentum and
energy source terms are instantaneously distributed in the cells surrounding the considered
droplets proportionally to the inverse of the distance between the cell and the droplet.
Consequently, a weak numerical dispersion appears in the DNS-DPS framework. In real
spray flows, this distribution is not instantaneous and further assumptions are needed
to perform simulations. To address this issue, droplets can be resolved but this solution
is limited to test cases with only a few droplets [36]. Another solution is to introduce
a diffusion delay between the droplet and the surrounding nodes. However, in the case
of reacting flows, some of the evaporated fuel would not directly interact with the local
flames. Defining an alternative way remains an open task for the time being.

For each Eulerian node, a control volume V is defined based on the mid-distance with
the neighboring nodes. If an isotropic Cartesian grid is considered (∆ = xi+1−xi = ∆x =
∆y = ∆z), then V = ∆3. The mass source term applied to any Eulerian node n is denoted
ṁ(n):

ṁ(n) =
1

V
∑

k

−α
(n)
k

dmk

dt
(19)

where
∑

k is the sum over all the droplets affecting the node n. α
(n)
k is the distribution

coefficient of the kth droplet source term on the node n. Considering all the nodes affected
by the kth droplet, it is necessary to have

∑

n α
(n)
k = 1 to conserve mass, momentum and

energy during the Lagrangian/Eulerian coupling. In fact, α
(n)
k is the portion of the control

volume of the node n intersecting the control volume of the kth droplet:

α
(n)
k =

1

V

3
∏

i=1

(

∆− | x(n)
i − xki |

)

(20)

where x
(n)
i and xki are the coordinates along the ith direction of the node n and the kth

droplet, respectively. This approach is generally used as far as dispersed particles are
considered (see references [1, 37, 38, 39] and references therein).

The mass of the kth droplet in the neighborhood of the node is mk = ρdπa
3
k/6 and,

using equations (12) and (19), one may write:

ṁ(n) = ρd
π

4

1

V
∑

k

α
(n)
k a3k/β

(a)
k (21)

Similarly, the following relation:

v̇
(n) =

1

V
∑

k

−α
(n)
k

dmkVk

dt
(22)

leads to the expression of the momentum source term:

v̇
(n) = −ρd

π

4

1

V
∑

k

α
(n)
k a3k

(

2

3

U(Xd, t)−Vk

β
(V )
k

− Vk

β
(a)
k

)

(23)
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The energy variation of the gaseous flow induced by the droplets inside the volume V may
be written:

ė(n) =
1

V
∑

k

−α
(n)
k

dmkCdTk

dt
(24)

and it may be developed as:

ė(n) = −Cdρd
π

4

1

V
∑

k

α
(n)
k a3k

(

2

3

T (Xd, t)− Tk − BkLv/Cp

β
(T )
a

+
Tk

β
(a)
k

)

(25)

This last equation details how the energy provided to the droplet is distributed between
evaporation and liquid core heating and how a part of this energy is lost due to liquid
mass reduction.

From a general point of view, DNS-DPS simulations are accurate as far as the validity
domain of the DNS and Lagrangian modeling are respected. It means that the turbulent
Reynolds number remains small (generally between 30 and 150) and the geometry is
simple enough to conserve high order numerical schemes. The dispersed phase must keep
a mass loading ratio smaller than 0.1 and, to avoid numerical dispersion of the spray
source terms, the droplets slip velocity reamins small. The CFL number is such that
droplets are not able to cross more than half a cell during one time step. Because of the
weak loading ratio, collisions as well as coalescence may be neglected and the droplets are
too small to undergo a rupture.

3.5 Reaction rate

Detailed chemistry may be used to determine the chemical source terms ω̇e, ω̇F and ω̇m

appearing in the energy (Eq. (4)) and species balance equations (Eqs. (5) and (6)). Com-
plete kinetics takes into account all reactions between all initial and final chemical species
as well as their intermediates. For a simple hydrocarbon, it represents at least hundreds of
reactions between dozens of chemical species. The chemistry solving computational cost
is quite significant and results may be uncertain because it may be difficult to estimate
some of the coefficients of the quickest reactions involving sparse species. Therefore, com-
plex chemistry is not presently directly introduced and chemistry information is rather
provided in the form of reduced kinetics by defining a reactional set of priorities. An
alternative is to conserve all the information contained in the complex kinetics by solving
it for various conditions defined by reference parameters (temperature, mixture fraction,
main species mass fraction...) and storing the results in a database. Since detailed kinet-
ics is time consuming, the additional computation of the evolution of millions of droplets
is overly expansive in most cases which makes, today, the association DNS + Lagrangian
solver + detailed kinetics a luxurious type of computation that is only seldom met [23].
Nevertheless, in order to study n-heptane auto-ignition process, a skeletal mechanism in-
volving 29 species and 52 reactions [40] has been considered and the DNS-DPS code has
been coupled with a solver dedicated to the computation of detailed chemistry. Solvers
like Cantera [41] or Chemkin [42] are ideal candidates.

Detailed chemical kinetics is not inevitably required in combustion studies. Very often,
one only needs to estimate the global impact of the presence of a flame within a flow
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without knowing the reactional details. It is within this framework that a global reaction
scheme can be used. In this case, chemical kinetics is reduced to a unique irreversible
single-step reaction:

Fuel +Oxidizer −→ Products (26)

If the reaction rate from Eq. (26) captures the basic properties of the real flames, the
global effects of the combustion on a gas flow will be accounted for. It is possible to
briefly enumerate some of these fundamental properties. First of all, a correct flame
velocity and flame thickness allow to properly estimate the scale of the vortices able to
cross the flame front in combustion/turbulence studies and thus the flame wrinkling and
turbulent velocity. It is also necessary to capture extinctions of the flame if the local
dissipation rate increases. Eventually, ignition delay is also a fundamental parameter in
some specific studies. However, single-step chemistry cannot characterize ignition delays,
which are directly linked to the rate of creation of intermediate species.

The most basic model from global kinetics point of view is for non-premixed combus-
tion. An infinitely fast reaction between fuel and oxidizer occurs because both of them
react instantaneously as soon as they meet and the flame is therefore controlled by the
species mixing. Only the heat release (first property) is captured by this model that is
only valid for very high Damköhler numbers. However, even if its global properties and
behavior are wrong, this instantaneous and simple method may be useful as a develop-
ment procedure to test the ability of numerical and physical models to cope with the
combustion heat release and the gas dilatation.

The next step to improve combustion chemistry is to introduce a single Arrhenius law
that is commonly used to describe global kinetics. Its ability to capture most of the above
properties (flame velocity, extinction phenomena...) has already been proved. However,
problems appear when realistic stoichiometric coefficients and non-stoichiometric (or par-
tially premixed) combustion are concerned, which is generally the case with spray combus-
tion. As summarized by Poinsot and Veynante [9], asymptotic and numerical estimations
of the flame speed as a function of the equivalence ratio (Φ) provide good estimates on
the lean side (Φ < 1) but fail on the rich side (Φ > 1). In this last case, a constant growth
of the velocity may be observed even for equivalence ratios greater than unity whereas
it should reach a maximum value in the vicinity of Φ = 1. This problem is linked to
the pre-exponential function. To overcome this issue, which is fundamental for two-phase
flows modeling, a pre-exponential correction for the Arrhenius law has to be prescribed
[43]. By doing so, a significant number of fundamental properties and phenomena result-
ing from the combustion are characterized by a single-step kinetics. This pre-exponential
correction of the Arrhenius law has been used in the present paper excepted for the section
(4.5) for which a skeletal mechanism is considered.

3.6 Flame index

Previous sections were dedicated to numerical modeling description used in DNS-DPS.
In order to analyze combustion regimes encountered in DNS-DPS, a specific tool needs
to be defined. For this purpose, to differentiate the heat release due to non-premixed
combustion from the one due to premixed combustion, Takeno et al. [44] proposed a
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flame index based on the scalar product of the gradients of the fuel and oxidizer mixture
fraction fields.

GFO = ∇YF .∇YO (27)

In diffusion flames, gradients are facing each other and the index is negative. On the other
hand, it is positive when burning in premixed regime. From this definition, a normalized
index ξP [45] may be defined as follows:

ξP =
1

2

(

1 +
GFO

|GFO|

)

(28)

with ξP = 1 in premixed mixtures and ξP = 0 for diffusion regimes. Then global heat
release due to premixed combustion may be determined by the following relation:

ω̇prem =

∫

ξ
P
ω̇dv

∫

ω̇dv
(29)

Similarly, the non-premixed heat release is:

ω̇diff =

∫

(1− ξ
P
)ω̇dv

∫

ω̇dv
(30)

where dv is an elementary volume and ω̇ is the global heat release of the reaction.

3.7 Droplet preferential segregation

When combustion takes place, fuel/air mixture is the key parameter defining flame struc-
ture and combustion regime. This mixture is directly linked to the local liquid density.
To study the preferential concentration of discrete particles in turbulent flows, several
approaches exist, see for instance references [14, 16, 46, 47, 48]. If a statistically homoge-
nously distributed spray is randomly injected, i.e. if there is no preferential segregation,
the distribution of the number of particles per control volume (CV) of a given size must
follow a binomial distribution, which may be approximated by a Poisson distribution in
our configurations. Hence, the study of the preferential concentration is usually based [46]
on the difference between the actual segregated distribution and the Poisson distribution.
It is characterized by:

Σ = (σ −
√
λ)/λ (31)

where λ is the average number of particles per cell and σ and
√
λ are the standard devi-

ations of the particle distribution and the Poisson distribution, respectively. For a given
Lagrangian distribution of the particles, Σ strongly depends on the size of the considered
CV. However, according to Fessler et al. [46], the length scale corresponding to the char-
acteristic cluster size is equal to ∆Σmax, which is the size of the CV when Σ reaches a
maximum value. In the present paper, the term cluster denotes a cloud of independent
droplets in close proximity. It has been shown [49] that preferential segregation may also
be characterized by the local Eulerian liquid density ξ(x, t) and its deviation ξ′. ξ corre-
sponds to an instantaneous repartition of the liquid mass onto the Eulerian nodes with the
method described above (see section 3.4). It appears that the length scale corresponding
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to the most energetic mode of the fluctuations of ξ′ is equal to ∆Σmax that is obtained
through a Lagrangian procedure. From both the numerical and the experimental point of
views, droplet segregation mainly depends on their Stokes number (St is the ratio of the
droplet kinetic time to a characteristic time of the turbulence). Segregation phenomena
reach a maximum when the Stokes number, based on the Kolmogorov turbulent time
scale, reaches unity ( 2 and Fig. 3).

Figure 2: Example of droplet dispersion with respect to the droplet Stokes number in a
turbulent jet.

From a phenomenological point of view, the evolution of the size of the clusters results
from the competition between three physical phenomena: the ejection of the droplets from
the vortex cores by the turbulence, the turbulent micro-mixing (prevalent when St < 1)
and the ballistic effects (prevalent when St > 1). Indeed, droplets tend to be ejected from
the turbulent structures to form clusters concentrated in low vorticity areas. However, for
droplets with a small Stokes number, turbulent micro-mixing counteracts the segregation
process and ‘diffuse’ clouds are obtained (as seen in Fig. 2): the lighter the droplets, the
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Figure 3: Droplet segregation level with respect to the Stokes number [49], ξ′/ξ0 is the
liquid density deviation normalized by the mean liquid density.

more effective the mixing and the larger the characteristic size of the clusters. When
St = 1, an optimal segregation is obtained because micro-mixing is weak and the droplets
are not heavy enough to leave low vorticity areas where they are trapped. However, as
soon as inertia is prevalent (St > 1) the particles are able to cross turbulent structures no
matter what their vorticity is and the characteristic size of the clusters increases again.

4 EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS OF REACTIVE

DNS-DPS

4.1 Introduction

It is usually stated that there is a missing link between DNS-DPS and experimental
results. Direct numerical simulation implies a minimal number of nodes n > Re

3/4
t along

each direction of the domain to characterize all scales of turbulence. Today, capabilities
of supercomputers are too low to simulate domain bigger than a few cm3. Moreover, even
if we could simulate grids with billions of nodes, there would be a lack of storage facilities
that would impose to preselect the data to store for further analyses. The main advantage
of DNS (access to all data at any time) would be seriously restricted. Consequently,
specifics of the DNS make comparison with experiment difficult even if DNS is a powerful
tool to complement the experimental data.

Comparisons of DNS and experiment may be carried out following two ways. A first
possibility is to consider a configuration where a scale similarity assumption may be done.
The small DNS domain is then compared to the real size experiment. If all the charac-
teristic scales of the flow are of the same order of magnitude, normalized experimental
and DNS results should match. A second possibility is to consider a small experimental
configuration and to perform a real size DNS. A low Mach number assumption is often
necessary to have reasonable computational time. In this case, experimental configura-
tions are those to be restricted but a qualitative (sometimes quantitative) comparison
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between numerical and experimental results is possible.
Eventually, one must not forget that DNS-DPS describes all the properties of the

flow and the multiple interactions between physical phenomena, as far as they have been
introduced in the differential equations describing our system. When this condition is
satisfied, DNS-DPS is a powerful tool to understand physics and to develop models for
RANS or LES simulations.

In the following, some comparisons between DNS-DPS and experiments are presented.
First, it is shown that even 1D simulations offer information allowing to understand
experimentally-observed physical phenomena. Then, qualitative comparisons of premixed
and non-premixed combustion regimes are shown as well as qualitative comparison be-
tween DNS-DPS and experiment for spray flame interactions with acoustic waves. The
last example extends the DNS-DPS potential to the auto-ignition process by introducing
skeletal chemical kinetics.

4.2 Laminar spray flame

Depending on the configuration of the studied system, combustion may take place either
after the full evaporation of the liquid fuel or within the evaporating dispersed phase. In
the first case, even if classic gaseous combustion models can be used, the mixture fraction
topology issued from the spray evaporation is completely different from the one obtained
with a gaseous fuel injection. As described in the previous section concerning spray
preferential segregation, partially premixed areas appear and various flame structures
may be generated depending on the droplet dynamics.

For purely gaseous flows, the definition of the equivalence ratio is straightforward. It
is defined as the ratio of the actual fuel/air ratio to the stoichiometric one. Following
the topology of the mixture fraction, it is thus possible to precisely anticipate combustion
regimes and reaction rates based on the amount of fuel and oxidizer injected in the com-
bustion chamber. In the framework of two-phase flow combustion, knowing the mass flow
rates of liquid fuel and gaseous oxidizer in the chamber is not enough to determine the
local effective equivalence ratio. After atomization, liquid fuel is embedded in the gaseous
oxidizer and may cross various regions for which thermodynamics (mainly temperature
and pressure) properties affect (1) the evaporation rate of the droplets and (2) the local
mass fraction of oxidizer and thus the local equivalence ratio. Similar phenomena occur
when a front flame is present. Heat transfers may lead to a local extinction of the flame.
For example, among other phenomena, it appears that a stoichiometric injection of fuel
and oxidizer may lead to non-stoichiometric flames.

When flames propagate in a mixture where evaporating droplets are still present, nu-
merous complex interactions between combustion, droplet evaporation and turbulence
occur. The spray locally modifies heat transfer, momentum, dissipation rate and, of
course, the mixture fraction level. All these variables deeply affect the flame ignition and
propagation but also the characteristic properties of the turbulence. It is then particularly
difficult to isolate the elementary physical phenomena and to analyze the fundamental
interactions. For example, it has been experimentally observed that combustion insta-
bilities may occur (Fig. 4-(a)) when a laminar flame propagates even though the Lewis
number is unity [50]. A similar purely gaseous flame would be stationary. Thanks to
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DNS-DPS, it is possible to retrieve and analyze these instabilities.
DNS-DPS allows to highlight that spray combustion can occur following periodic pul-

sations leading to the fluctuation of the (laminar) flame velocity (Fig. 4-(b)). The basic
physical pattern is the following: at first, evaporation begins while maximum reaction
and evaporation rates are weak. As soon as vapor and oxidizer mixture reach an ideal
state, a flame front strongly propagates and drives the evaporation front. However, the
characteristic times of the flame are shorter than the evaporation delay. Therefore, the
flame front quickly depletes the vapor so that extinction occurs. This process occurs with
a period of 20 µs for the example plotted in Fig. 4-(b).

(a): Experiment (b): DNS-DPS

Figure 4: Apparition of spray flame instabilities for a unitary Lewis number. (a) Laminar
expansion of a spray flame, experiments (flame front development) from Atzler et al.
[50], instabilities are observed on the flame surface. (b) Simulation (DNS-DPS) of the
propagation of a 1D spray flame. The relative flame velocity is represented. Instabilities
appear because of the competition between the droplet evaporation time and the flame
velocity.

This simple example shows the complexity of spray combustion. Indeed, many charac-
teristic parameters are involved: the flame velocity, the flame thickness, the heat release,
the droplet size, the droplet inter-space, the evaporation time... By only modifying one
of these parameters, the flame dynamics may be dramatically changed.

4.3 Turbulent spray flames

As detailed in Reveillon and Vervisch [3], it is possible to classify spray flame morphology.
Originally, the diagram (Fig. 5-(a)), developed by Chiu and coworkers [51, 52, 53, 33]
consisted in the determination of the structure of flames propagating through a cloud
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of droplets plunged in a preheated oxidizer. Spray combustion regimes were classified
according to a group combustion number G defined by Candel et al. [54]: G ≈ 5N2/3/S.
N is the total number of droplets in the cloud. The separation parameter S = δs/δrf
is the ratio between δs, the mean droplet inter-space, and δrf , the radius of a diffusion
flame surrounding a single vaporizing drop in a quiescent oxidizer and having the mean
properties of the spray (radius and evaporation time). When the separation number
S decreases, there is a point where the flame topology evolves from individual droplet
combustion to group combustion. For a given value of S, varying N , the number of drops
in the liquid cloud, two major modes (Fig. 5-(a)) of spray combustion may be identified
with respect to the group number G. In the first case, G >> 1, only an external layer
of droplets evaporates and the resulting flame remains at a standoff distance from the
spray boundary. At the other limit, G << 1, the droplets are sparse enough to allow
the hot gases to reach the core of the spray. Consequently, evaporation and combustion
processes take place around each individual droplet. Those conditions delineate the so-
called “External” combustion regime expected for G >> 1, which is complemented by the
“Internal” combustion regime, observed for G << 1 (Fig. 5-(a)).

Later on, Chang and Borghi [55, 56, 57, 58] added to the analysis the control parame-
ters of the reaction zone itself, namely the characteristic flame time τf and its thickness δf .
In addition, the mean evaporation delay τv was introduced. When τv << τf , the mixture
may locally be premixed and a propagating premixed flame develops. If the evaporation
time is large enough, for δf > δs, the collection of drops penetrates the reacting diffusive
layers since the flame is broader than the mean droplet interspace δs. This situation
should rapidly promote the thickening of the flame. Aside from these extreme cases, the
separation number (S) should be introduced. After the propagation of a primary par-
tially premixed front, some droplets may persist, leading to a secondary (or back-flame)
reaction zone. The topology of this secondary combustion zone depends on the magni-
tude of S. For small values of S, the droplets are individually burning or are clustered
in small groups surrounded by a flame. This is called the “Group” combustion regime.
In complement, Borghi et al. have distinguished a “Percolation” combustion regime and
a “Pocket” combustion regime subsequently appearing when the separation number S
increases (Fig. 5-(b)).

Chiu et al. [33] and Borghi et al. [58] have defined these flame structures in the case
of a quiescent spray without considering the global liquid fuel/air mass ratio. However,
within a real spray combustion system, this key ratio is known to modify flame stability
along with the overall properties of the combustion chamber. Changing it would affect the
distribution of the local equivalence ratio of the gaseous mixture. Specifically, the topology
of the primary and secondary reaction zones may vary a lot with this additional parameter.
Cessou and Stepowski [59] have performed planar visualization of OH emissions in ethanol
flames. As mentioned above, it is always difficult to compare DNS-DPS with experiments,
because of numerous restrictions. However, the three major characteristic regimes found
in the experiments are recovered in the DNS-DPS of turbulent spray flames (Fig. 5-(c)).
They reflect the trends discussed above, spray-jet equivalence ratios above unity lead to
rich partially premixed combustion associated to diffusion flame burning and to an “Open
external” combustion regime displayed in Fig. 6-(a). Decreasing the spray-jet equivalence
ratio within the flammability limits brings an “Hybrid” regime (Fig. 6-(b)). The last
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Figure 5: Spray combustion diagrams development.

case has motivated many discussions on spray-flame topologies, since it is not obvious
to determine the exact flame structure from the OH field showing very intricate radical
layers (Fig. 6-(c)). The DNS-DPS having a burning mode featuring a central and an outer
diffusion flame (characterized thanks to the flame index defined in section 3.6) may be
compared to this intriguing planar visualization, even though it should be noticed that
this comparison has been performed at a qualitative level only.
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(a): Open external regime (b): Hybrid regime (c): Central diffusion
flame

Figure 6: Qualitative comparisons of spray-jet flames. top line: Cessou and Stepowski
[59] experimental measurement of planar visualization of OH emissions in ethanol flames.
bottom line: DNS-DPS from Reveillon and Vervisch [3]. Orange lines correspond to
premixed regime (Eq. (29)) whereas blue dashed-lines are diffusion reaction rates (Eq.
(30)). Symbols represent droplets.

4.4 Acoustic modulation and spray flames

Combustion instabilities are observed in numerous industrial systems and more partic-
ularly in aeronautical engines: turbojets, ramjets, rocket motors... They create many
undesirable effects such as an increase of wall heat fluxes, flame extinction and flashback
or strong vibrations of the mechanical structure, which can lead to its destruction. In
spite of many research tasks dedicated to this topic, these instabilities are difficult, if not
impossible, to predict.

The objective of the configuration shown in Fig. 7 is twofold: first, to demonstrate the
capability of a DNS-DPS solver to capture the complex spray/flame/acoustic interactions
and then, to focus on the influence of velocity modulations on reaction rate through an
analysis of the transfer function. This configuration has already been detailed in Pera and
Reveillon [60]. A classical Bunsen configuration has been selected and experimental com-
parisons were made possible thanks to the data of the EM2C laboratory, Ecole Centrale
Paris.

N-heptane is considered for both gaseous and two-phase flow configurations. The
burner injection radius is equal to Rb = 7.5 mm. The mean injection velocity is equal
to uz0 = 2 m/s. It is approximately four times faster than the reference stoichiometric
laminar flame velocity (45 cm/s). The amplitude of the added velocity fluctuations
reaches 10 % of the mean flow velocity. The whole experimental setup is oriented from
top to bottom so that the heaviest droplets fall into the flame instead of going back into
the burner.

Two experimental configurations have been selected:

• The "GAS" configuration involves a purely gaseous flow and leads to a classical
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(a) - ω∗

GAS = 12 (b) - ω∗

GAS = 23

Figure 7: Qualitative comparison between experimental (cone left side) and numerical
(cone right side) of a pulsating spray Bunsen flame (DRPE) for two acoustic modula-
tions. The experimental flame front has been measured thanks to OH chemiluminescence
whereas DNS-DPS one is plotted through the global reaction rate. On the cone right side,
black points are Lagrangian droplets.

Bunsen flame with a stoichiometric mixture.

• The "DRPE" configuration is dedicated to two-phase flow combustion. N-heptane
droplets are injected along with the main gaseous stream. To stabilize the conical
flame near the burner lips, gaseous n-heptane is added in the main stream. A mass
ratio of 1/4 of liquid fuel and 3/4 of gaseous fuel has been used to globally reach
stoichiometry. Gaseous fuel has been obtained by slightly preheating a part of the
liquid phase before the injection.

To characterise the response of the flame to the velocity modulation, the flame transfer
function Ftr has to be defined. A very thin flame is considered. It undergoes the following
modulation of the flow: uz(x, t) = uz0(x) + u′

z(x, t), where uz0 is the flow mean velocity
and u′

z the velocity modulation which amplitude and frequency are Au and ω, respectively.
The flame transfer function Ftr is defined by the ratio of the relative fluctuation of the
heat release amplitude AQ/Q with the relative fluctuations of the velocity field amplitude
Au/uz0 :

Ftr =
AQ

Q

uz0

Au

(32)

where Q is the mean flame heat release and AQ is the amplitude of the heat release
fluctuations. More details may be found in [61, 62, 63].

A simple way to analyze flame interactions with a modulated acoustic field is to
define a reduced frequency [62, 64] which main characteristics may be compared with the
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Figure 8: Comparison between experimental results and numerical DNS-DPS simulation
(a) amplitude and (b) phase transfer function (Eq. (32)) for two-phase flow Bunsen burner
condition (DRPE).

stationary (no acoustic modulations) conical flame properties:

ω∗ =
ωRb

S0
Lcosα0

(33)

where ω is the effective pulsation, S0
L the reference stoichiometric planar flame velocity

and α0, the half-angle at the top of the cone.

4.4.1 Stationary flames

Qualitative comparisons of the experimental and numerical flame fronts are done for both
GAS and DRPE configurations without any acoustic modulation. Thus a stationary cone
is observed. The cone angle is well captured by DNS-DPS. Indeed, the cone height ratio
of the DRPE flame with the GAS flame is Hd

Hg
|exp = 0.88 as measured experimentally.

The corresponding ratio obtained with the DNS-DPS is slightly different (Hd

Hg
|DNS = 0.85)

but still a good catch of the general decreasing behavior. Note that the ’stationary’
experimental flame (no acoustic modulation) shows various perturbations because some
clouds of droplets create disturbances of the flame front before burning outside the main
cone. These disturbances are not reproduced by the DNS-DPS computations because of
a controlled homogeneous injection of the droplets.

4.4.2 Flame response to velocity modulations

To study the flame response to acoustic modulations, a sinusoidal velocity signal has been
prescribed at the burner exist to mimic the loudspeaker effects.

Effects of medium (ω∗

GAS ≈ 12) and high frequencies (ω∗

GAS ≈ 23) are shown in Fig. 7.
These figures correspond to the DRPE case. The inlet modulation generates a propagating
signal along the flame front from the base up to the top of the cone. From a general point
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of view, the lower the frequency is, the longer the flame. When frequency increases, the
flame front is more and more perturbed. In some cases, it is possible to observe the
formation of a pocket of fresh gases at the top of the cone and, when the flame retracts
itself, this pocket is drifted away in the burnt gases an disappears very quickly. Good
agreements may be observed between simulation and experiment (Fig. 7).

The amplitude of the experimental transfer function is well captured by DNS-DPS
(Fig. 8-(a)). From the phase point of view (Fig. 8-(b)), DNS-DPS is in very good agree-
ment with the experimental results up to a reduced frequency equal to 30.

These successful qualitative comparisons between DNS-DPS and experiments allowed
us to validate the capability of the DNS-DPS to capture the physical phenomena embed-
ded in the triple interactions: spray/combustion/acoustic modulation.

G<<1 G>>1
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Figure 9: Qualitative description of the three auto-ignition modes in sprays, from Ag-
garwal [65].

4.5 Spray auto-ignition

In the context of direct injection car engines, detailed understanding of the basic physical
and chemical phenomena involved in two-phase flow auto-ignition is crucial. However,
numerical [23, 66, 67] and experimental [68, 69] works on two-phase flow auto-ignition are
still scarce and only a few general trends are known. It appears that the reactivity of two-
phase flow mixtures is controlled by two competing processes [70]: heat transfers due to
the evaporation of the liquid fuel and heat release due to early combustion reactions. The
influence of temperature and pressure is discussed in Aggarwal [65] along with the fact
that droplet size and ignition delays are strongly related. As summarized by the sketch in
Fig. 9 issued from the review paper of Aggarwal [65], the droplet size largely influences
the auto-ignition delay in relation with the available gaseous equivalence ratio. From a
qualitative point of view, there are three dominant spray ignition modes and corresponding
ignition delays. First, similarly to the combustion regimes previously mentioned, ignition
can occur either individually for each droplet (G << 1), or around clouds of droplets
(G >> 1) if droplets are too close to each other to allow for diffusion of heat inside the
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cloud. A third mode, the Spray Ignition mode, considers a global ignition of the spray
for droplets close to each other but surrounded by a hot atmosphere.

(a): Characteristic droplet cloud size:
2 mm

(b): Characteristic droplet cloud size:
0.65 mm

Figure 10: Example of the auto-ignition of sprays with various characteristic sizes of the
clouds of droplets (a) - 2 mm and (b) - 0.65 mm. Represented: Temperature (color) and
initial droplet position (symbols). The initial temperature of the carrier phase is 1200 K.
Fields are presented for time around 1.5 ms.

Most of the auto-ignition studies are based on non-dimensional reactors. They gener-
ally focus on the links between heat transfers (leading to a gaseous temperature decrease
due to the droplet evaporation) and chemical kinetics. They offer major insights into the
influence of a liquid phase onto the ignition properties but they cannot characterize any
geometrical aspect of the spray dispersion (no spatial information). In practical systems,
preferential segregation of droplets (see section 3.7) very early appears because of the
strong turbulent mixing [71]. It leads to the formation of non-homogeneous pockets of
fuel vapor that cannot be characterized by non-dimensional approaches though there is
a direct influence on combustion regimes and model performances. The objective of the
present example is to use DNS-DPS to extend homogeneous reactors studies to a multiple
cloud system, the size and droplet density of which are prescribed. It allows accounting
for the geometrical aspect of the spray in addition to the fundamental thermodynamical
properties. The new geometry is bi-dimensional in order to take into account the prefer-
ential segregation of droplets while maintaining reasonable CPU times. The segregation
is characterized by the spray density variance and the characteristic size of the clouds
(or clusters) of droplets. The DNS-DPS solver is coupled with the Chemkin solver using
the n-heptane kinetics of Patel et al. [40]. This skeletal mechanism involves 29 species
and 52 reactions. It has already been successfully compared to other reference complex
chemistries [40]. Of course, three-dimensional computations would be better. However,
computational costs would be skyrocketing to simulate a sufficiently large configuration
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(a): Cool flame (b): Full ignition

Figure 11: Example of the auto-ignition of a highly segregated spray embedded in a
gaseous oxidizer. Represented : Temperature (color) and initial droplet position (sym-
bols). The initial temperature of the carrier phase is 750 K. At first, a slightly exothermic
reaction heats the gas up to 1000 K (a - Cool flame - 8 ms). Then auto-ignition occurs at
the droplet cloud’s boundaries before reaching its core (b - Full ignition - 9.3 ms). Note
the difference in the temperature scale for pictures (a) and (b).

to carry out accurate statistics. It remains a technical challenge that still needs to be
addressed.

This work is based on the pioneering studies of Wang and Rutland [23, 24] who have
used a similar DNS-DPS formalism, with skeletal chemistry mechanism for n-heptane.
They have analyzed high temperature chemistry of two-phase flows in two-dimensional
geometries. We presently extended their configuration by prescribing various sizes of
droplet clouds and additionally analyzing low temperature chemistry as well. A ho-
mogeneous and isotropic turbulent configuration is proposed: droplet clouds made of a
monodispersed spray with a droplet diameter of 7 µm have been generated thanks to a
spectral procedure [72] to control any scale of the flow. The spray is embedded in an
initially quiescent preheated atmosphere. Two initial temperature levels T0 have been
considered: 750 K and 1200 K and two characteristic sizes of droplet clouds are pre-
sented: 2 mm and 0.65 mm. The domain size is a square box with a side length of 8 mm
(Figs. 10 and 11). Despite the initially quiescent atmosphere, gas dilatation generates
convective streams as soon as ignition occurs.

Figure 10 presents the auto-ignition of the two sprays in a hot atmosphere (T0 =
1200 K) during reaction runaway. Although droplet cluster size is different, Fig. 12 shows
that the characteristic size of the droplet clouds does not largely modify the ignition delay
in such a hot atmosphere. The reaction runaway is around 1.5 ms for both configurations
(Fig. 12). The dotted and dashed lines show at first a decrease in the temperature that is
due to the heat consumption necessary to evaporate the n-heptane droplets. Once mixing
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Figure 12: Evolution of average gas temperature for three initial conditions: two initial
gas temperatures (750K and 1200K) and two characteristic sizes of droplet clouds (2mm
and 0.65 mm).

leads to appropriate gaseous fuel/air ratios, auto-ignition spots appear and grow (Fig. 10).
Generally, ignition takes place at the border of droplet clouds before propagating into the
cloud. This behavior is confirmed by the experimental work of Baritaud et al. [73] who
have simultaneously presented spray liquid phase and auto-ignition spot location in a
direct injection Diesel engine. For each engine cycle, Baritaud et al. [73] have observed
self-ignition at the tip of the jet spray that can be considered as a cloud border in our
configuration.

If the initial carrier gas temperature is diminished down to 750K, auto-ignition follows
a very different path. At first, it is possible to observe, in Fig. 12 (from the beginning
to around 0.4 ms), a diminution of the temperature because of the evaporation process.
Then, two successive cool flames with very different characteristic delays appear at 3 ms
and later on at 8.8 ms. Cool flames are a direct consequence of intermediary exothermic
reactions that occur before the full runaway. The first cool flame lasts more than 4 ms
and may be visualized in Fig. 11, left picture. The temperature reaches a maximum of
1000 K at the border of the clusters whereas the core is still cold. The second cool flame
is very quick (less than 0.2 ms) and is quickly overidden by the full auto-ignition process.
In this case, the n-heptane chemistry is first favourable to auto-ignition of relatively lean
mixtures that conversely lie within a relatively high temperature (because temperature
decrease due to evaporation is less important where few liquid fuel is evaporated, i.e. at
the cluster border). As a result, the cluster border first auto-ignites but in a cool flame
regime that heats up the relatively rich central mixture. The heating-up can be sufficient
to induce a direct main auto-ignition in the core of the droplet cloud.

This last example shows again the capability of DNS-DPS to analyze physical phenom-
ena encountered in two-phase flow combustion. Of course, there are several limitations
and constraints for these calculations but it may be a way to complement experimental
works with precious information.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

Through some examples, this paper illustrates the potential of the DNS to help to un-
derstand the reactive multiphase flows from preferential segregation distribution of the
droplets to their effect on the auto-ignition process. In the context of reactive multi-
phase flows, intricate couplings often take place involving turbulent spray dispersion,
mixing effects leading to specific mixture distribution and, of course, joined interactions
with combustion. Althouth DNS-DPS is restricted to basic academic configurations, the
various examples selected in this paper have been accompanied, when possible, with qual-
itative comparisons with experimental observations, which is still a rare approach in the
framework of DNS. Good agreement between DNS-DPS and experiments demonstrates
the potential of DNS-DPS to capture the physical phenomena while accessing to all the
flow properties. As the comprehension of basic physics progresses, it allows the introduc-
tion into DNS-DPS of more detailed modeling concerning the liquid phase and chemistry
reactions. While its range of applications is spreading, DNS-DPS becomes nowadays a
powerful tool to go into details of basic physics as a complement of the experimental
approaches.
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